PORTFOLIO GORO TRONSMO

From the performance/film/artproject "Muscle Temple" (2010-2013)

From the videoproject "Untitled Documentation 1" (2007), based on the performance "mad" (2001-2003)

The performance is based on The Grassmarket Project /Jeremy Weller's project from 1992. The narrative is constructed around an audition for
people who have an experience of mental illness. The performance only uses excerpts of Weller's text, and the meeting between this material
and the performers in the show - who at the time were not trained, but very talented young actors - combined with a nomadic site-specific
scenographical strategy, resulted in a production that confounds the borders between the actual and the representational situation. The
performance raised a lot of attention when performed in Stockholm in 2001, and during the different context-specific performances in Norway
2001-2003.
The filming of "mad" resulted in a material which blurs the line between documentary, film and documented performance.
Concept textadaptation and direction: Goro Tronsmo. Based on original texts by Jeremy Weller/The Grassmarket project. With: Liv Mjönes,
Sara Turpin, Julia Zyto, Dan Haeberlein, Johan Rödin, Zandra Eriksson, David Valentin and Harald Lönnbro. The performance is supported by
Svensk-Norska Samarbetsfonden. The film project is supported by Arts Council Norway

"hold me" (2004- 2007)

The concept of the performance is based on a mirroring of the audience and the social situation. The project is shown for kids age 13-15,
and thus the homogenous psychological liminal stage of the audience becomes part of the piece. The project uses realism in a manner that
reflects on the conventions of film. This allows the audience to enter the performance in a unframed way. The border of the situation
inside the play and the actual social situation in the room blurs, and the kids' reactions to what they see pushes the border of what is
memory of a story being told and what is situations they have actually experienced. The project has at times caused teachers to be
ragingly mad, and school-nurses to run after us for more advice on how to get the kids into talking like they did during and after the
show.
When the performance was performed at Black Box Theater, BIT Teatergarasjen and Avant Garden it was simultaneously shown context specific
in schools, so that the audience could use the same ticket to see the perfromance shown context specific and also in the modernistic
theatre space, thus for the art audience it becoming a study in context specifity and connotations and frames underlying in this theatre
architecture.
Concept and direction: Goro Tronsmo
With: Mira Eklund, Mathias Wiik, Ane Skumsvoll, Linda Nilsson Sound: Øystein Hvamen Rasmussen The
performance was produced and initiated by Vest-Agder Fylkeskommune/Sidsel Graffer in cooperation with Goro Tronsmo The performance is
supported by Arts Council Norway /Den Kulturelle skolesekken and Vest-Agder fylkeskommune.

"auvirkomma veiklinga" (2006)

The narrative framing of the play is based on five people waiting for something in a undefined room. The structure allows for the situation to be adapted to
different places, creating narratives from the venues that mixes with the open, yet socially misplaces characters of the script. The performance was adapted
for the abandoned Sagene swimminghall, the abandoned subway garage at Majorstua subway stasjon, the activity/communal area for the interns at Oslo City
Jail, the escapetunnels under the trainstation at Nasjonaltheatheateret, the council chambers at Oslo City Hall, a large storage unit in the squatted
culture house Borgen, and the foyer of Black Box Theatre as well as the black box at Black Box Theater, Oslo. The site specific project demonstrated and
researched the odd characters in contexts representing different positions of power and society structures. When performed at Oslo Kretsfengsel (main jail
in Oslo) for the interns it behaved as context-specific showings of hold me do; the refugees becoming part of the situation, changing the actual situation.
After the performance, the actors signed autographs for the refugees, as if it had been a rock concert.
Concept and direction: Goro Tronsmo. With: Hai Ngyuen Dinh, Aurelia Le Huche, Ulrika Fryckstedt, Anna Eklund, Mathias Wiik, Mira Eklund. Text development:
Joen Eklund, Mira Eklund, Goro Tronsmo. Co-produced by Black Box Teater .The performance was supported by Arts Council Norway and Fond for Lyd og Bilde
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In "under real*" it's the tiny situations, the movements, and the sounds that leads the performance forward. It is striking how well the
composition between these parts function. It resembles an installation that can go on perpetually." Dagsavisen, 04.11.08.
The composition is choreographed on an exact rhythm, yet the audience reads it as an improvisation in a room without sound. As a site
strategy the performance exposes the venue, the machinery of the black box or the old theatre garage, making a parallel between the
industrial functionality of the room an thus un-mystifying the modernistic paradigm of its intended function. This blurs in together with
the characters drama on stage,- a fight for recognition that turns before the eyes of the spectator without warning. The subtle changes
from control to chaos, from insecurity to feelings of belonging, from connection to assault, goes as parallel stories at the same times as
the characters changes and confuses their identity as genre, from seducing femininity to androgyny.
Concept and direction: Goro Tronsmo Text: the company/Goro Tronsmo. With: Louise Peterhoff, Marhias Wiik, Sara Turpin, Julia Zyto
Artistic collaborator/scenography: Kine Lillestrøm Lightdesign: Kyrre Heldal Karlsen Co-produced by Black Box Teater. The performance is
supported by Arts Council Norway. The US performances is supported by Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Norway.

MUSCLE TEMPLE, CONTEXT SPECIFIC INSTALLATION FOR BLACK BOX THEATRE, OSLO 2010

The performance project/film/realityseries and Malevichen laziness experiment. Muscle Temple was based on the continous filming of the performanceartcompany
for 3 months. The continous filming questioned and juxtaposed all the parameters of performance art: the character, the actor, the work, the leisure time,
the composition, the action, the non action, the pause, the performance venue, the artobject and the audience. The perfromance at Black Box Theatre
consisted of ca eight hours of footage based on the realityproject inside the messy location of the companys last three weeks of "rehersal", as well as the
filming of the "last episode", which was these four last days of our working period. There were live streaming to screens around the house, togheter with
large installations of filmmaterial from the whole rehersalperiod.
The black box was turned into a blacktlight-lit night club. The neon tapeworks of the Muscle Temple logo created connotations to closed religious sects and
monumentalism. The banner on the opposite building of the theatre suggested that a workout studio would open in the same street, with the same name as the
performance/realityproject. Lots of the audience left early, angry that the performance did not have a clear start or a clear end. The project was context
spcific thematically in that it questioned the perfromance venues in Norway that present experimental stage art, the lack of curation, what the architecture
engages for the perfromance makers, and the idea of the art object in perfromance art. By creating a kind of Duchampian toilet of the work process,
questioning how one use dramaturgy, what is work, labour etc, and by continously through the art process finding paramaters for time, liveness, tension and
work, the project became a theory dveeloper based on actual doing. Also, many of the audiences that at the time of seeing it was provoked by the not clear
art object, came back a year later with the edperience of the perfromance as a tool in their understanding of the work.
This project marked for me a kind of final break up with the venue Black Box Theatre which had housed my premieres since 2003. It bwas also the final actual
site and context spesific intervention that could actually use all the parameters of the actual context, but by this also extending my field of research
into investigation new contexts for presentation of perfromance art and my work. The Muscle Temple project thus became a strategy of context spesific
interventiions that I developed further to 12 different installations/interventions form 2010-2013.
MUSCLE TEMPLE COMPANY:
Ludde Hagberg, Linda Adami, Kristiina Viiala, Mathias Wiik and Goro Tronsmo.
The installations at Blac Box was done in collaboration with Kyrre Heldal Karlsen and Kine Lillestrøm.

MAIN ART PROJECT 2010-2013: MUSCLE TEMPLE

The last years I have been working under the art project name "Muscle Temple" creating a series of context specific installations, using
reality strategies to create a discussion around what is actual. The project is staging paradoxes that potentially open a diverse/multiple
reading of a seemingly transparent and singular situation. The main investigative theme of the project is concerned around the potential
paradox of need/desire for self-representation and need/desire for political correctness in hipster culture. The project has for example
worked with using the economy of gentrification to feed its own hype, thus creating a politically incorrect scenario to open up for the
extitential paradoxes of the hipster culture. By subverting the logo/label/brand, producing merchandise and arranging fake clubs I
initially worked with staging a myth of a trend and with this reflect the young Scandinavian hipster culture in Berlin where the need for
self-representation outgrows the original search for authenticity. The project recently got eaten by its audience, who embraced the myth,
believing in the hype, and now spreading the merchandise on a pure commercial level. As a part of this project I originally created six
different websites throwing the viewer into confusion/clarity about the origin of the name/label.(www.muscletemple.no/se/de/org/net and
info.) The hipsters that took over the project now created their own website, exchanging the subvertive strategy with a transparent
one.(www.muscle-temple.com)
The project has with my last installations at Inkonst and at gallery 0047 extended into large scale installations changing the perspective
of the venue and architecture, and thus creating a new actual room for the presenting of the work, in order to on a complete level morf the
feeling of what is actual and what is modulated or representated. By working with context analysis my projects create a setting for
mirroring/reflection of the institutional, architectural, curatorial and structural framework of the venue.
For installations and concepts based on Muscle Temple 2010-2013, see the attached file: Muscle Temple 2010-2013.

THE RESIDENCY, BY MUSCLE TEMPLE AT 0047 in Oslo May-December 2013

!

My last project was a 6 months project/exhibition at gallery 0047 in Oslo "The Residency, by Muscle Temple". The project transformed 0047’s
factory premises into loft-living architecture, installed a shower, and created closets, multiple bedrooms and living spaces inside the
gallery facilities. The structure hosted a curated residency program from May-October 2013. The invited artists, writers and curators all
dealt with issues connected to architecture, context specificity, non-autonomous objecticality and structural critique and analysis. The
concept and architecture thus functioned as a tool for the invited artists to discuss issues connected to spatial parameters when
developing non-autonomous, context specific work.
During the project all the rooms in the gallery facility were activated into a series of venues; living space, studio space, dining room,
movie theatre, auditorium, set-design, club- architecture and sound system. The constant reflection and negotiation between artists and
“The Residency” continuously developed a multiple institutionality.
The project as a whole was a conceptual piece on the gentrification development around the Grønland area, and the upcoming non-renewal of
the rental agreement for the gallery facilities. By creating an art project that in itself manifested and participated in the
gentrification development, and by funding the project through subletting my apartment in Berlin to tourists, I created a gentrification
motor that connected the gentrification development in the two cities.
The background for my architectural work at 0047 was a project where I remodeled my apartment in Berlin in collaboration with architect Petra
Petersson in 2011-2012, using podiums to tilt visual perspectives, and creating a loft situation out of an old "Altbau" apartment.

ARCHITECTURE OF THE RESIDENCY, BY MUSCLE TEMPLE AT 0047 in Oslo

Film stills from the music video "MINUS GREEN" by GFS produced at "The Residency", July 2013.
The project used The Residency as set design for a film production, and during the film's release party the same architecture became the module for
installation architecture for the video, during the night morphing into club architecture of the party.
The film featured GFS, and muscicians Aérea Negrot and rRoxymore, who created the soundtrack of the film.
Link to the music video: https://vimeo.com/78912055

PRE-PROJECT TO THE EXHIBITION AT GALLERY 0047, "THE RESIDENCY, BY MUSCLE TEMPLE":
EXTENDING THE SPATIAL RESEARCH THROUGH WORK WITH ARCHITECTURE ON AN APARTMENT PROJECT
Collaboration with Petra Petersson/Realarkitektur

After having removed the internal walls that used to house the kitchen, bathroom, hallway and a small bedroom, and thus creating a large well lit space, I engaged Petra
Petersson to collaborate on the conversion of the apartment. The displacement of perspectives through buliding a podium all the way to the window and letting it float
into the bedroom was the concept developed by me, that Petra Petersson developed further. Communication, sculpture, dramaturgy and a three dimensional experience of the
space were the main themes of the design.
When entering the flat the first reaction is mostly one of confusion. The kitchen worktop is a floor, or the raised floor has a sunk in workspace. The windows are
existing, one of them in its traditional setting but another has changed into a French balcony. The bathroom is a private small space set in a box in the corner. When
inside a window allows for views out through the larger space onto the courtyard. At the same time a view from the large space into the bathroom and the bathtub is
possible, reinforcing the three dimensional sculpture and allowing for communication. The project questions our everyday way of life in regards to the use of the space,
of our need of privacy and our way to communicate in a traditional living environment.

The project won a prize at Architecture Prize Berlin 2013. www.realarchitektur.de

